
　ATAKA CAFÉ1

Enjoy a meal with a breathtaking 
ocean view!
ATAKA CAFÉ is as close as you can 
get to experiencing the ocean 
first-hand in Komatsu. Treat yourself 
to a panoramic view of the Sea of 
Japan as you savor dishes arranged 
from local ingredients. Be sure to 
grab a seat on the terrace before 
sunset comes.
　  070-1416-7561
　  Ta-140-4 Atakamachi
　  11:00～21:00
　  Wed (next day in event of PH)
　  0min.
　  @ataka_cafe
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　Nakasa Nakaten
　(Jonan Branch)
4

Soak in the traditional Japanese 
ambience of this Komatsu Udon 
specialist.
The specialty here is the  
(hotpot) udon, where soft fine noodles 
for soaking up the soup are mixed 
with thick springy noodles. They even 
provide matcha tea and wagashi 
sweets to occupy your time in style 
while waiting for the pot to boil.

　  0761-21-7533
　  119 Jonanmachi
　  11:00～20:00（L.O.19:50 ）
　  Thurs & 4th Wed
　  12min.
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nabeyaki

　YU SWEETS2

A beloved patisserie café where 
locals gather.
The confectionery produced in tune 
with the seasons and local events are 
perfect as souvenirs too. Low-sugar 
treats also cater to those watching 
their sugar intake!

　  0761-66-8107
　  Ne-1-1 Atakamachi
　  10:30～19:00
　  Wed & Thurs
　  5min.
　  @yusweets_
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　CUCINA

For agrichemical-free and handmade 
Italian dishes.
Popular for their brick oven-baked 
wholewheat pizzas. With so many 
pastas and pizzas to choose from, 
customers can't help coming back 
to try them all. Make room for their 
homemade desserts (limited servings 
per day!) as well.

　  0761-22-3775
　  106-2 Jonanmachi
　  11:00～22:00（L.O.21:30）
　  ※No lunch menu on Sun & PH
　  Thurs, 2nd・4th Wed
　  11min.
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Komatsu Station Stop Bussan-ya Souvenir Shop ☎0761-21-8208 　9:00～18:00
Awazu Station Stop    Mon～Sat: Fujita Cycle  ☎0761-44-3350 　9:00～18:00

Sun: Marunishi Confectionery Shop ☎0761-44-2623 　9:00～18:00

③Set off!!

Be sure to find out the 
number combination 
for the lock, and check 
that the bike is in good 
condition. And you're 
all set to go!!
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　 Points to Note
※Bikes must be returned by 5PM (6PM for Komatsu Station or Awazu Station stops). 
※No new bike rentals after 4PM.
※A late return fee will be charged if you exceed the time limit.
※If the bike is stolen or lost, you will be charged the costs involved accordingly.
※All injuries and costs resulting from road accidents are the sole liability of the user.

Standard Bike 300 yen／day
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Ataka Sea Station Stop
☎0761-21-6734　　9:00～17:00　  Wed

For Enquiries

①Fill up form

Get the registration 
form from the rental 
shop counter, and fill in 
all required details.

②Provide personal ID

Hand some form of 
personal ID (driver's 
license, health insurance 
card, student ID etc.) to 
the staff.
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You may drop off your bikes at any of the three rental stops at
Komatsu Station, Awazu Station or Ataka Sea Station!

　 TEL
　 Wi-Fi　 Toilet

　 Est. time from rental stop　 Hours   Address 　 Rest days 　 Fees
　 Instagram    Take out
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　Ishikawa Aviation Plaza5

The only aviation museum along the Sea 
of Japan, where children and adults alike 
can see, touch and experience the world 
of aircraft. Apart from a one-of-a-kind 
simulator built into an actual NAMC YS-11 
airliner, the first floor also houses the 
country's largest indoor playground, for 
the little ones! On the second floor, an 
exhibit of the actual VIP cabin of a former 
government jet (Japanese Air Force One) 
that was used by the Emperor and other 
high-ranking officials, is on dislplay.

　  0761-23-4811
　  Hei-92 Atakashinmachi
　  9:00～17:00
　  12/29～1/3
　  Free ※Only simulator is charged.
　  12min.
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　Ataka Seaside Park

A park with an expansive view of the Sea 
of Japan. The Ishikawa Satoyama Satoumi 
Route along the sea is perfect for a cycle, 
stroll or jog amidst the pleasant sea breeze.
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　  0761-24-3074
　  Ru-1-2 Atakamachi
　  9:00～Dusk
　  12/29～1/3
　  6min.
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　Komatsu Sky Park Sports Field　Komatsu Sky Park Sports Field3
Facing the runway, watch planes pass by 
right in front of your eyes and feel their 
overwhelming presence. You could also 
enjoy a stroll to the backdrop of the holy 
mountain of Hakusan.

　  0761-23-2188
　  Ya-1-1 Hizuemachi 3

　  Weekdays: 8:30～18:30  (Mar~Oct)
　   8:00～17:00 (Nov~Feb)
　  Weekend・PH:  8:00～18:30 (Mar~Oct)
　   8:00～17:00 (Nov~Feb)
　  12/29～1/3
　  19min.

　Fureai Kenko Park

A park by the sea where you can enjoy the 
outdoors to your heart's content. It is also 
recognised as one of Japan's Lover's 
Sanctuaries.  With just a booking, you 
can make full use of the pine-covered 
campgrounds and the furnaces, charcoal, 
catering and tent rental services provided. 
On a clear day, you may get to witness 
the rare "green flash" phenomenon as the 
sun dips into the sea!

　  0761-23-4570
　  Sa-29-1 Hizuemachi
　  9:00～16:00（7:00～18:00）
　  ※ ( ): summer hours from 6/1~8/31
　  Thurs ※Next day in event of PH
　  12/29~Feb
　  Call to enquire.
　  ※only specific activities charged
　  20min.
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Selected as one of "Japan's Top 100 
Historical Parks", along the Sea of Japan 
lies the pine-covered Ataka Park. Statues 
of the historical heroes, Benkei, Yoshitsune 
and Togashi, tell of a famous episode that 
is said to have taken place at the Ataka 
barrier that once stood here. This tale 
became the subject of one of the most 
famous kabuki plays (that continues to be 
performed in Komatsu!), "Kanjincho". You'll 
also find the Ataka Sumiyoshi Shrine, the 
only one in Japan to enshrine the  "guardian 
deity of breakthroughs". Popular are the 
amulets granting success at overcoming 
life's various challenges.

　  0761-21-6734
　  Ta-140-4 Atakamachi
　  9:00～17:00
　  Wed (next day in event of PH), 
　  start/end-of-year holidays
　  Adult 300 yen
　  High school and below 150 yen
　  0min.

　Komatsu
　Kanjincho-no-sato
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Unbeatable view from
the 2F viewing deck!!

Catch a view from the
observation deck!!

Sunset over the Sea of
Japan is a must-see!!

The only aviation museum
along the Sea of Japan!!
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Komatsu
Sky Park
Hill of Harmony

The overwhelming sensation of

planes flying overhead!!

Ataka-no-sekiBarrier●

Ishikawa
Aviation Plaza

Mt.Hakusan 
NiceView!!

Mt.Hakusan 
NiceView!! Mt.Hakusan 

NiceView!!

Why♥Mt.Hakusan?Why♥Mt.Hakusan?
Along with Mt. Fuji and nearby Mt. Tateyama, Mt. 
Hakusan is one of Japan's "Three Holy Mountains". 
These mountains have been revered as Shinto deities 
and powerful spiritual centers since ancient times. 

"Haku" means "white" and refers to how the mountain's peaks remain 
visibly snowy year-long. Komatsu's proximity has blessed locals with the 
mountain's pure waters and spectacular views throughout the year!


